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[image: Seminar Series]Attend our Seminar Series and Learn from Distinguished Experts
Every Monday, MPM holds a seminar that teaches students how to increase productivity, acquire and refine industry specific skills, and learn best practices from experts.See our seminar schedule


[image: Faculty]Learn from Industry Experts and Tenured Faculty
Courses in the MPM program are taught by full-time university faculty and practicing professionals who bring a wealth of real-world experience to the classroom.Meet our faculty


[image: Specializations]Choose an Area of Specialization and Customize your Courseload
MPM offers five specializations in A/E/C business management, construction management, real estate development, sustainability, and transportation management.Learn more



About the Program
Advance from working on AEC projects to leading them

Northwestern’s Master of Science in Project Management (MPM) program is designed to prepare qualified professionals for project management roles in the diverse cross section of organizations that facilitate the design, construction, and operations of projects in the public and private market sectors of the built environment.

This full- or part-time program combines education in essential concepts of development, design, and construction practices with functional concepts of management and behavioral science to produce a well-rounded and capable leader. It is designed for early to mid-level professionals and is largely taught by practicing professionals who bring a wealth of outside experience, case studies, and present-day challenges from this constantly evolving field straight to the classroom.

Professionals with eight to ten years of work experience who are looking to advance into organizational leadership roles within the architecture, engineering, and construction industry may be interested in our affiliated program: Master of Science in Executive Management for Design and Construction.

Learn more
	View the curriculum
	Meet the faculty




Request InfoApply Now

Attend an Information Session

Register for our upcoming online information session on Wednesday, April 10th at 9:00 a.m. CST.


REGISTER


Quick Facts
The basics at-a-glance
Degree earned: Master of Science in Project Management
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Location
Northwestern University’s Evanston campus

Easy access to Chicago’s construction and design industry
	[image: Timing]
Timing
Part-time:
18-24 months

Full-time:
9-15 months

Full-time students start in the fall quarter

Part-time students start in the fall, winter, or spring quarters

Most classes held late afternoons + evenings

See program overview
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Class Size
~60 students start each year

Students have a variety of educational and professional backgrounds, and come from varied industries, jobs, cultures, undergraduate majors, and experience

Meet our students
	[image: admissions]
Admissions
Application deadlines for both Part- and Full-time 

FULL-TIME STUDENTS
Fall 2024:
Priority Deadline: Jan 31, 2024
Final Deadline: May 31, 2024

PART-TIME STUDENTS
Winter 2024:
Nov 15, 2023

Spring 2024:
Feb 15, 2024

Fall 2024:
Aug 15, 2024

Apply now


MPM offers the unique advantage of preparing students who already have technical backgrounds with the requisite business skills needed to step into positions ready to perform and excel.
Juliane KellyMPM Adjunct Professor



As I look back 20 years later, my time in the MPM program made me who I am today. I learned not only about engineering, construction management, and financing, but also about other cultures and about myself.
Adhamina RodriguezMPM ’99
CEO of AR Green Consulting



My MPM experience was extraordinary. Back in the workforce, I'm applying many of the tools I learned, and my business goals have become a reality. 
Rodrigo PerezMPM ’02
President of DENCO Construction and MPM Advisory Board



The program offers one of the best faculties in the nation. Its alliance with the architecture, engineering, and construction industries provides networking opportunities that benefit both graduates and the participating companies.
Diane Redszus ZimmerMPM ’97
Director at J.S. Held LLC and MPM Advisory Board






Why Northwestern?
Unique Program Features
Whereas many MS programs focus on the technical aspects of civil and architectural engineering design and construction, the MPM program encourages students to build on their technical backgrounds by emphasizing the practical business and management perspectives needed to effectively synthesize these operations. Graduates of the MPM program are well equipped to take a more high-level view of a project and plan, coordinate, control, and evaluate the activities of diverse specialists within a project framework.
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Innovative Curriculum
Meld technical coursework in civil engineering design with skills in business management and behavioral sciences.

Choose elective courses from McCormick, Kellogg, and School of Communication that support your future career goals.

Explore curriculum[image: Specializations]
Specializations
Our five specialization options allow you to customize the program to your individual needs:

	A/E/C Business Management
	Construction Management
	Real Estate Development
	Sustainability
	Transportation Management


View specialization areas[image: Flexibility and Support]
Flexibility and Support
Full- and part-time options allow you to choose the format that best matches your lifestyle. 

A dedicated program staff handles administrative tasks throughout your tenure, ensuring your time can be focused on learning.

Discover Format Options[image: Industry Leader Perspective]
Industry Leader Perspective
Learn from and network with seasoned industry leaders who use their past and current industry experience to teach problem-solving and strategic thinking skills relevant to today’s challenges.

Meet our faculty

Inside Our Program

[image: Embracing the Intersectionality of A/E/C ]
Embracing the Intersectionality of A/E/C 
What do you see when you look at a building? For Tony Scacco (MPM '00), he sees  art, science, finance, politics, contract law, and so much more — an "intersectionality of so many disciplines." The COO of Riverside Investment & Development Company credits MPM with training him to see that unique perspective. 
Read More
	Innovative Architecture
Rogelio Almaguer created his own architecture firm in Mexico thanks to the knowledge he gained in the MPM program. Now, he's looking to leverage technology to help the company grow globally.


	Turning to MPM to Make a Difference
Recent graduate Anthony Logrono is already benefiting from the lessons he learned in MPM. He hopes to one day apply those lessons to his native Dominican Republic.


	Fulfilling a Need in South Florida
Eduardo Tesi (MPM ‘11) shares how his MPM experience helped prepare him to launch his own commercial real estate development business that is thriving as Miami booms.


	Global Benefits
Tania Vargas Agüero came to MPM from Paraguay to further her education. What she found was an international flavor that helped shape her career.
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Discover Our Whole-Brain Engineering Philosophy
We augment the analytical core of engineering with design, entrepreneurship, leadership, personal development, and unusual collaborations to imagine what's next and take the world in a whole new direction.

Learn More
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The first name field is requiredThe last name field is requiredA valid email address is requiredPlease choose part-time | full-time option (or both).
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